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Introduction

How to �nd a word in a text document?

When the document is represented as text �le, the answer is quite trivial �

open the �le in any text editor, choose a word and push Find button.

But the task is not so easy when the document is a set of graphic images.

This is natural situation when we deal with digitization of cultural and

scienti�c heritage and scanner devices produce �les in graphic formats.

Optical character recognition (OCR) is the usual way of conducting text

retrieval from scanned document images. OCR software converts text images

into a text �le, recognizing every letter and mapping it to a number, which is

called code. The most often used codes are ASCII (one byte code) or UTF-8

(two bytes code). This technique is well developed and has high accuracy.
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But sometimes OCR is a very di�cult process requiring dictionaries in the

corresponding languages. Often human e�orts are needed to correct OCR

errors which is quite tedious work. There are some obstacles to successful

OCR:

• The quality of page images.

• Language dependency (alphabet and coding, unknown language):

� dictionaries;

� old grammar, obsolete words and phrases and idioms;

� old letters, outside of the coding tables;

� multi-lingual documents;

• Errors in automatic OCR, human intervention needed.
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Nicolas de Bonnefons, Ch. de Sergy, (1692), University of Gent, Digitized

by Google (2007)
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We suggest a di�erent approach: instead of applying two steps � OCR and

searching in text documents, we will directly search words in scanned text

documents.

We can organize retrieval of words, similar to a given pattern word. The

document pages can be represented as binary images in any graphic �le

format.

The motivation of our work is to choose e�ective search by simply considering

the image similarities. One of the most widespread ideas is to use Hausdor�

type measures for word image similarity.

Three main steps in the process: segmentation, search and result representation.

• In the segmentation step we create so-called word images � every word

is encompassed by a rectangle, which consist of white and black pixels.

• For measuring similarities between word images we use Hausdor� type

distances.

• We produce a sequence of words, sorted by values of similarity measure.
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The Hausdor� distance (HD) between two point sets A and B is de�ned as

H(A,B) = max{h(A,B), h(B,A)}, (1)

where h(A,B) and h(B,A) are co-called directed distances. For the original

Hausdor� metrics

h(A,B) = max
a∈A

d(a,B), where d(a,B) = min
b∈B

ρ(a, b)

is the distance from a point a to the set B, and ρ(a, b) is a point distance.

Euclidean distance: ρ(a, b) =
√

(ax − bx)2 + (ay − by)2.
Manhattan distance: ρ(a, b) = |ax − bx|+ |ay − by|.
In�nity norm distance: ρ(a, b) = max{|ax − bx|, |ay − by|}.
0-1 distance:

ρ(a, b) =

{
0 if a ≡ b
1 otherwise

(2)
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Huttenlocher at al. (1993) proposed the Partial Hausdor� Distance (PHD)

for comparing images containing a lot of degradations or occlusions. For

directed distance they take the K-th ranked point of A instead of the largest

one

hK(A,B) = Kth
a∈Ad(a,B), (3)

where Kth
a∈A denotes the K-th ranked value in the set of distances {d(a,B) :

a ∈ A}, i.e. for each point of A, the distance to the closest point of B is

computed, and then, the points of A are ranked by their respective values

to this distance,

d(a1, B) ≥ d(a2, B) ≥ · · · ≥ d(aK, B) ≥ · · · ≥ d(aNA, B). (4)

This HD measure requires one parameter, often represented by f = K/NA
(0 ≤ f ≤ 1). Sim at al. claim that a value in the interval [0.6,0.8] gives

good matching results. Note that this measure is not a metric because

hK(A,A) > 0!
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The idea of Jos�e Paumard (1997) is that we do not take into account the L

closest neighbors of a ∈ A in B. So we can de�ne the distance from a point

a ∈ A to the set B as follows

dL(a,B) = Lthb∈Bρ(a, b),

where Lthb∈B denotes the L-th ranked value in the set of distances {ρ(a, b) :

b ∈ B} for a given point a of A. Now the directional Censored Hausdor�

Distance (CHD) can be de�ned as

hK,L(A,B) = Kth
a∈AdL(a,B) = Kth

a∈AL
th
b∈Bρ(a, b). (5)

Let us set two parameters α = K/NA and β = L/NB which are relative

values with respect to the number of points in the sets A and B. Then the

recommended values in for these parameters are α = 0.1 and β = 0.01.
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For all three described measures (HD, PHD and CHD), the directed distance

can be considered as a choice a representative pair of points (a0, b0), a0 ∈ A
and b0 ∈ B such that the point distance between them ρ(a0, b0) is equal to

the corresponding directed distance between the sets A and B.

Another approach for measuring similarity between two �nite sets in the

plane is to calculate a sum of point distances.
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Dubuisson and Jain (1994) examined a number of distance measures of

Hausdor� type for determination to what extend two point sets on the

plane A and B di�er. They introduced so-called Modi�ed Hausdor� Distance

(MHD) with the following distance measure

hMHD(A,B) =
1

NA

∑
a∈A

d(a,B) =
1

NA

∑
a∈A

min
b∈B

ρ(a, b). (6)

They claim than it suites in best way the problem for object matching.

A bit better results were obtained in our examples omitting the coe�cient

1/NA in front of the sum. We called this modi�cation Sum Hausdor� Distance

(SHD)

hSHD(A,B) =
∑
a∈A

d(a,B) =
∑
a∈A

min
b∈B

ρ(a, b). (7)
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In 1999 D.-G. Sim at al. described two variants of MHD for elimination

of outliers � usually the points of outer noise. Based on robust statistics

M-estimation and least trimmed square they introduced M-HD and LTS

distances.

The directed distance for M-HD is de�ned by

hM(A,B) =
1

NA

∑
a∈A

f(d(a,B)), (8)

where the function f is convex and symmetric and has a unique minimum

value at zero. One possible function is

f(x) =

{
|x| if |x| ≤ τ
τ if |x| > τ

This means that we sum the distances d(a,B) which are less than the

constant τ and add τ when the distance is greater than τ . The recommended

interval of τ is [3,5]. Note that MHD with 0-1 point distance is M-HD for

τ = 1.
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The second measure is called Least Trimmed Square HD (LTS-HD). The

directed distance is

hLST(A,B) =
1

NA −K

NA∑
i=K

d(ai, B), (9)

where K ≤ NA and a1, a2, . . . , aNA are points of A for which (4) is valid.

Parametrization of the method can be done by a parameter α = K/NA. For

comparing noisy binary images the suggested value for this parameter is 0.2.

Following the de�nition of CHD, we introduce its analogical method based

on the sum of point distances. The directed distance is

hNEW(A,B) =
1

NA −K

NA∑
i=K

dL(ai, B) =
1

NA −K

NA∑
i=K

Lthb∈Bρ(a, b). (10)

We can set again the parameters α = K/NA and β = L/NB which are relative

values with respect to the number of points in the sets A and B.
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A new approach to similarity measures

We can consider a linear order of points of A and give a sequence representation:

A = {a1, a2, . . . , aNA}. For every ak ∈ A (k = 1,2,3, . . . , NA) we can calculate

the distances (with respect to a metric ρ in R2) from ak to all points in B,

i.e.

d1k = min
b∈B

ρ(ak, b) = ρ(ak, b
1
k), d2k = min

b∈B\{b1k}
ρ(ak, b) = ρ(ak, b

2
k), . . . ,

dlk = min{ρ(ak, b) : b ∈ B\{b1k, b
2
k, . . . b

l−1
k }} = ρ(ak, b

l
k), . . . ,

obtaining in such a way a nondecreasing sequence of numbers

d1k ≤ d
2
k ≤ · · · ≤ d

l
k ≤ · · · ≤ d

NB
k .
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Carrying out these calculations for every point in A, we de�ne a distance

matrix D

D =



d11 d21 d31 . . . dl1 . . . d
NB
1

d12 d22 d32 . . . dl2 . . . d
NB
2

d13 d23 d33 . . . dl3 . . . d
NB
3

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

d1k d2k d3k . . . dlk . . . d
NB
k

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

d1NA
d2NA

d3NA
. . . dlNA

. . . d
NB
NA


following arbitrary order of points in A. Later we will choose ordering of

rows, corresponding to an order in a column. For de�nitions of MHD and

M-HD we do not need any order

hMHD(A,B) =
1

NA

NA∑
i=1

d1i , and hM(A,B) =
1

NA

NA∑
i=1

min{d1i , τ}.
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For �nding the Hausdor� distance in the distance matrix D, we consider the

following order (obtained by swapping the rows) with respect to the �rst

column of D

h(A,B) = d11 ≥ d
1
2 ≥ · · · ≥ d

1
k ≥ · · · ≥ d

1
NA
.

The directed distance for PHD is hK(A,B) = d1K. We can calculate LTS-HD

summing the part of the �rst column elements

hLST(A,B) =
1

NA −K

NA∑
i=K

d1i .

We can �nd CHD directed distance as an element of matrix D swapping the

matrix rows in such way that the L-th column is sorted, i.e.

dL1 ≥ d
L
2 ≥ · · · ≥ d

L
k ≥ · · · ≥ d

L
NA
.

Then hK,L(A,B) = dLK. The directed NEW distance is

hNEW =
1

NA −K

NA∑
i=K

dLi .
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Experiments

We carried out our experiments using an old book (1884) � Bulgarian

Chrestomathy, created by famous Bulgarian writers Ivan Vasov and Konstan-

tin Velichkov. The quality of scanned images are quite bad because this was

one of the �rst books, processing in the digitization center and operators'

quali�cation was not on appropriate level. Many pages have slopes in rows,

there are signi�cant variations in gray levels, etc.

There is no text version till now of this book, which may be produced using

appropriate OCR software. The �rst reason is the quality of images. The

second reason is the absence of OCR software because the text contains

old and abandoned Bulgarian letters. Also spelling and grammar are quite

di�erent in modern Bulgarian language.
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We used 200 pages from about 1000 book pages scanned at a resolution of

200 DPI. The images are about 2300 × 3600 pixels (8.28 MPixels), 14.8 x

23.3 cm, grayscale 256 (8 BitsPerPixel). We use preprocessing to convert

the images to 1 bit per pixel, black and white, by the help of Image Magic

software with 60% threshold value.

The goal of our experiments is to compare practically the e�ciency of

described methods counting the number of correctly retrieved words in a

sequence of words, sorted by their similarity measures with respect to the

corresponding HD. For all experiments the same segmentation is used. We

choose a pattern word and then measure similarities between it and the

words with approximately same width.
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Tables contains numbers of correct words in an ordered sequence with the

corresponding distance D. m and n in the ratio m/n denote:

� m, the number of correct words with distance D;

� n, the number of all words with distance D.

For word
D = 4 5 6 7 8

Method
HD 16/16 44/44 115/120 168/217 177/500
PHD+3 77/77 206/254 209/500 � �
CHD 19/19 213/252 214/500 � �

For word
D = 4 5 6 7

Method
HD+1 2/2 3/3 5/5 5/6
PHD+3 3/3 11/15 � �
CHD 8/8 13/24 �
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We count the number of correctly retrieved words among �rst 100,200, . . . ,500

words with approximately same width. m is the number of correctly retrieved

words among �rst n words in the ordered sequence in the notation m/n.

For word
n = 100 200 300 400 500

Method
HD01 97 158 186 195 206
MHD 100 169 199 207 212
SHD 100 177 205 213 220
M-HD 100 173 202 214 218
LTS-HD 100 185 215 221 224
NEW 97 164 198 213 224

For word
Method
HD01 4/4 9/18 10/23
MHD 10/10 14/23 15/49
SHD 11/11 14/24 �
M-HD 7/7 12/14 �
LTS-HD 10/10 14/23 �
NEW 7/7 12/15 14/26

There are two relative words (derivatives) of the pattern word , namely

and . We count as correct words all three of them. This is very

useful in practice and show another advantage of methods under discussion

and our approach in search. Also, there are 5 similar words of the word :

, , , and .

The best results are in bold in all tables.
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Discussion and Conclusion

The main conclusions that we derive from are:

1. �Sum-distances� outmatch �point-distances�.

2. There are no signi�cant di�erences between the methods that we call

�sum-distances� ones.

In this article we do not discuss the quality of image preprocessing particularly

the important step of segmentation.

We have no data of number of searching words in the text, because this is

tedious work which cannot be done by computer. It follows than we cannot

produce the standard recall/precision retrieval estimation.

We think that our comparison of similarity methods is signi�cant for their

implementations in software searching systems. In spite of low e�ciency of

these Hausdor� type methods (the searching takes a lot of time) high level

personal computers could be able to solve the problem in reasonable time.
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Appendix



Bulgarian typewritten document (about 1940), 335 pages, tif (2400×3200), 1 BPP



Bulgarian book, Christomatia (1884), 1000 pages, tif (2300×3800), 8 BPP



Old Greek text (approx. in the third century BC), 50 pages, jpg (1077×1416), 8 BPP



Armenian book (1858), 178 pages, ti� (2800×5000), 1 BPP



Text in Spainish (1901), 30 + 57 pages, gif (1400×2500), 4 BPP

Alonso, Rogelio M., Cartilla histórico-descriptiva del término municipal de Macuriges. Habana:

Impr. La Propagandista, 1901, HOLLIS Catalog, Harvard University



Handwritten document in Russian (1840), 44 pages, jpg (700×900), 24 BPP

Äîì æèâîíà÷àëüíîé Òðîèöû, Ñâÿòî-Òðîèöêàÿ Ñåðãèåâà Ëàâðà, Ñîáðàíèå ñëàâÿíñêèõ

ðóêîïèñåé, 43: Æèòèå ñõèìîíàõà Ôåîäîðà



Text in French (1692), 388 pages, jpg (2048×3550), 8 BPP

Nicolas de Bonnefons, Ch. de Sergy, (1692), University of Gent, Digitized

by Google (2007)



Slavonic manuscript, (1574), 747 pages, jpg (1249×1890), 24 BPP.

Äèãèòàëíà Íàðîäíà áèáëèîòåêà Ñðáèjå, �èðèëñêè ðóêîïèñè, Çáèðêà ñëîâåíñêèõ ðóêî-

ïèñà Jåðíåjà Êîïèòàðà, Çáîðíèê �Çëàòîóñò�



Thank you for your attention.


